
MAGAZINOTORU

Order Picking 4.0 
Item specific picking directly out of the shelf with pick-by-robot



Man-to-good  
A worker commissions a product directly at a 
storage location mostly without automated aiding 
systems.

The problem
An automated, item-specific handling of individual objects in warehouses is not yet available

Good-to-man  
Containers (e.g. pallets, boxes, entire shelves) are 
sent to an employee, who then retrieves the 
required article.

High cost for personnel
Large amount of individual item-grasps in a 
warehouse (e.g. big e-commerce retailers)

Missing scalability
Increasing output demands more storage space 
and a higher pick performance

Lacks flexibility
Today’s systems are insufficient for the 
constantly changing demands of e-commerce 
businesses

High initial investment
High cost for implementation into a running 
system

Only entire containers are handled
In order to retrieve a single item, a container 
full of products has to be moved 

No automated item-specific handling
Currently only humans are able to grasp 
individual items

Currently: two conventional warehouse systems
Warehouses use conventional storage systems like man-to-good and good-to-man. The specific grasp of individual 
items is always done by the human.

Dependence on staff
Difficulties in recruiting suitable personnel

High error rate
Picking errors due to carelessness or fatigue



The solution
An intelligent picking-robot, enabling “Pick-by-Robot”

Accurate product and position recognition
Toru moves up close to a shelf, where it either grasps 
the object directly; or using his 3D camera equipped 
gripper, pulls out a container and scans the contents 
until the required object is found.

Human-like range of motion
With the rotating column, TORU is able to reach items 
stored as low as 10 cm from the ground up to 209 cm 
on both sides of a warehouse aisle, exceeding the reach 
of human workers. All picked items can be stored in the 
onboard shelf, so multiple items can be transported.

Intelligent, flexible and a trend-setting
MAGAZINOTORU, the mobile picking-robot for warehouse facilities

mobile operation human-like 
range of motion 

precise grasping 
technique

vast storage spaceobject recognition & 
measurement (2D/3D)

System characteristics of MAGAZINOTORU

Works alongside people
Thanks to certified safety engineering, TORU can interact 
in real-time with his environment. If a person steps into 
the robot’s path, it recognizes this and adapts 
trajectory immediately, meaning that TORU can safely 
work alongside human co-workers.

Full flexibility
TORU can be equipped with a range of grippers, 
allowing  the system to adapt to a changing product 
range. Should a warehouse stock many different types 
of products, multiple TORUs configured with different 
grippers can be used parallel  to cover picking the diffe-
rent sizes and shapes.

Pick-by-Robot
TORU moves independently to a shelf, removes required individual objects and stores them in its equipped
removable shelf. He then brings shelves filled with picked objects directly to a shipping station.

Handling system 

Battery pack 

Laser protective 
field

Rotating column 

Removable shelf

Direction indicator

Differential drive
Short-range sensors

Autonomous 
control



Reduced labor and process costs
Reduced dependence on staff, therefore reducing 
costs

Easily scalable
Simply add more TORUs

Dynamic adaptability
Adaption to changes in the product range or the 
warehouse structure (e.g. positioning of the 
shelves)

Low initial investment
Possibility of gradual introduction of the robot 
fleet and leasing models

Individual object grasping
Handling of individual objects or picking from 
containers

High reliability
In case of a breakdown of one robot, the rest of 
the swarm take over

24/7

Systemmerkmale von MAGAZINOTORU

cellular parallel
to humans

scalable around the clockfail-proof

Efficient and scalable
MAGAZINOTORU, MagazinoTORU, a flexible intra-logistics system 

Round-the-clock operation
Unlike humans, TORU neither tires, nor does he have to 
stick to working hours. The robot allows a warehouse 
to increase its operating time and as a result, increase 
its output. Errors due to fatigue and inattention do not 
apply to TORU.

Resale, leasing and HaaS
TORUs standardized construction allows for easy resale 
and leasing, ideal when coping with peak periods. 
Alternatively the HaaS (hardware as a service) model 
minimizes the initial investment by providing the robot 
on a pay-per-pick basis.

Quick and easy integration
The consumer can integrate the robot easily while 
keeping the business running. The robots are 
implemented parallel to the human workforce and can 
gradually take on more tasks.

Low-risk and flexible expansion
TORUs flexibility makes it appealing to small businesses 
looking for support in addition to their existing staff 
with a low-risk investment; to e-commerce giants with 
TORUs ability to quickly and easily scale operation, and 
everyone in between.
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